
The Founder

“No Gods No Masters”
So read the proclamation beneath the

masthead of The Woman Rebel, a spir-
ited journal launched in 1914 by a reso-
lute and engaging reformer who would
proceed to mold public thought both in
America and abroad as few people in
history have done.

In the course of her mission, this
daughter of a “village Atheist”1 would
also mold a business empire to match
her international notoriety.

Annual income would eventually rise
to hundreds of millions, and her  de-
voted admirers and benefactors would
include leaders of Wall Street,  govern-
ment, and manufacturing. Of educa-
tion, medicine, and the arts. From New
York, London, Frankfurt, Paris.

American presidents and industrial
magnates would squeeze her winsome
hand, while the moral certainties gird-
ing the world’s oldest living republic—
America—anguished beneath her con-
quest.

In the end (1966), death would find
her the frail victim of delusion and de-
spair. Yet within her assertive legacy
burgeoned the sexual revolution and
“new morality” now engulfing   America
and the world.

In life she was known as a “Radiant
Rebel.” Two decades later, her perva-
sive influence garnered her the title
“Architect of Modern Society.”2 It is a
title she would have cherished for the
legacy she fashioned—and laid over
the battered  remains of Judeo-Chris-
tian ethics she sought to destroy.

   THE EARLY YEARS

Margaret Sanger, founder of Planned
Parenthood Federation of America
(PPFA) and the International Planned
Parenthood Federation  (IPPF), was  born
into the Corning, New York, family of
Michael Higgins in 1879.  She was the
sixth of 11 children in a family that knew
poverty and humiliation, due largely to
unsteady family leadership.

Bright, self-willed and venturous,
Margaret followed the “free-thinking”
path of her Irish-immigrant father, an
outspoken Socialist and skeptic who
placed phrenology above divine rev-
elation and denied his devoted, tuber-
cular wife Anne the privilege of attend-
ing church. Margaret described her early
home life as “joyless” and willingly
exchanged it for boarding school at
Clav-erack College, where she immersed
herself in academics, friendships, and
un-chaperoned romance.3

At age 18, she and friend Corey Al-
bertson shared a brief trial marriage. In
1902, in an impromptu ceremony, she
married the respectable William Sanger,
father of her three children and recur-
rent victim of her adultery. Her journal
The Woman Rebel  would later call
marriage “the most degenerating influ-
ence of the social order . . . a decadent
institution,”4 and would urge for women
(and men) a voluntary association
among sexual partners. “The basic free-
dom of the world is woman's freedom,”
Sanger wrote in her book Woman and
the New Race.”5

In young adulthood, Margaret de-
veloped  a malice for the church that
hardened with passing years. She came
to regard Christianity as an “infamous”
and “parasitic”6 institution that victim-
ized women through its allegiance to
childbirth. Additionally, she explained
in What Every Boy and Girl Should
Know that a primary “aim of life” is to
“free all inhibitions.”7

   That she achieved. After liberating
herself from Christian       (cont. on  p. 3)

A Self-Proclaimed
Rebel with a Cause

The skill with which Planned Parenthood
has deceived America is a marvel of historic
proportion.

While contributing steadily  to current ep-
idemics and working compatibly with the
pornography industry,33 Planned Parent-
hood, with 167 affiliates and 857 clinics, has
not only escaped the legal ire directed at
porno chieftains but has, instead, earned a
key to the federal treasury, an endorsement
from the National Education Association,
and lucrative favor from corporate donors.

Wrote author-lecturer Bernard Nathanson,
M.D.: “Only an utterly ruthless, steely-nerved
manipulator such as [Margaret] Sanger could
have parlayed a daring, New Age-style im-
morality into a massive, multibillion-dollar
enterprise . . . .”34

 MASTER OF DECEPTION

Statistical evidence confirming the failure
of Planned Parenthood’s “morally neutral”
sex education programs abounds, with mini-
mal refutation from Planned Parenthood and
the “family planning” industry.

To say Planned Parenthood is no leader in
the battle to curb teenage pregnancies, abor-
tions, and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) is a  pronounced understatement. As
various researchers have shown, Planned
Parenthood is “not even in the battle”35 but is,
instead, a substantial part of the problem.

Essentially,  Planned Parenthood promotes
and facilitates “free sex.”  In the process, it
focuses on economic gain, on enlarging its
clientele, and on advancing its aberrant so-
cial agenda in America and the world.

 How could that be? How could the arson-
ist who fuels the blaze join the fire depart-
ment’s payroll and otherwise benefit from
the department’s good graces? Yet that is
precisely what Margaret Sanger and her suc-
cessors have done.

 Their message has been enticing, their
resolve unyielding, and their public strategy
artfully honed. While living, Sanger spoke
passionately of loving relationships and fam-
ily values yet did more to undermine the
traditional family than any other American,
before or since her death. As for her own  role
as parent, Sanger’s son Grant lamented:
“Mother was seldom around. She just left us
with anybody handy, and ran off we didn’t
know where.”36 Grant attributed the death of
his sister Peggy to his mother's extended ab-
sences and neglect.37

In addition to broad sexual freedom for
heterosexuals, gays, and lesbians, Planned
Parenthood has pressed for tax-funded abor-
tions through nine months of pregnancy; for
defeat of all spousal and parental consent
legislation relative to abortion rights; for
strict international population controls via
sterilization, abortion, and government co-
ercion (as seen in China’s “one child per

family”policy); for liberal  sexual privileges
and contraception for youth; and for a basic
restructuring of America’s value system.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD’S
MASTER STROKE

Unique to Planned Parenthood’s approach
to sexuality counseling and services is the
fact that profits rely not on the triumph  of its
sex education and birth control programs
but on their failure—which allows Planned
Parenthood to seek annually, from Congress
and private donors, increased funding with
which to “fight” the “growing epidemics”
that Planned  Parenthood itself helps to nur-
ture (see p. 2, “Birth Control Programs Increase
Teen Pregnancies, Abortions, and STDs”).

Succinctly put by author George Grant,
“. . . the ‘failure’ of [Planned Parenthood’s]
sex education programs has been its greatest
‘success.’”38 

“These [Planned Parenthood] clinics have a vested interest
in promoting and encouraging teen fornication; profiting from
teen fornication and its attendant side effects is Planned
Parenthood’s business . . . .  Planned Parenthood’s insatiable
desire for more and more tax dollars has led it to oppose
chastity programs and parental consent laws, because reduc-
ing teen fornication spells disaster for Planned Parenthood.”31

—Robert Ruff, author of Aborting Planned Parenthood

“Planned Parenthood profits  tremendously from sex, and its
counseling is geared toward promoting its products (contracep-
tives) and services (abortion). A pregnant teenager, confused
and vulnerable, who looks to Planned Parenthood for neutral
and complete information is all but guaranteed to be given the
opposite: selective information calculated to sell abortions.”32

—David Kupelian, Journalist, and Jo Ann Gasper, former U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services official

  RESULTS WORSE THAN FAILURE
The role of “family planning” in public health has been tragedy compounded.

    Aided by political gains after the 1940s, industry leader Planned Parenthood grew
in the 1960s with the sexual revolution it crafted; and since passage of major funding
for family planning in 1970, it has received from government about $3 billion (plus
corporate and individual  donations) with which to establish “safe sex” programs and
clinic “services” in America’s cities, towns, and schools. Additional  billions of dollars
have gone to Planned Parenthood’s allies and government administered programs.

The results? From 1960 to 1990, premarital teen pregnancies in the U.S. doubled,
and the teen illegitimate birth rate almost tripled.39 Teen abortions rose over 400%,40

forcible rape rose 600%,41 and child abuse rose almost 1500%.42 During the same
period, student academic achievement declined sharply, the violent juvenile crime
arrest rate tripled, the teen suicide rate tripled, and the percentage of single-parent
homes tripled.43 Also by 1990, the U.S. divorce rate had more than doubled, the mar-
riage rate had declined 25%,44 and 12 million Americans, including three million teen-
agers,45 were contracting a sexually transmitted disease annually.
    While not alone in undermining America’s traditional values, Planned Parenthood
has been a leading contributor to the alarming statistics above. Even so, the “free-
doms” and moral relativism advanced by Planned Parenthood, SIECUS (Sex Infor-
mation and Education Council of the U.S. ), and their fellow “family planners” readily
appeal to the social and political views of many government officials and educators. 

A Record of Greed,
Deception, and Devastation

 What The Facts Reveal
                   About

           PLANNED
        PARENTHOOD



Birth Control Programs Increase
Teen Pregnancies, Abortions, and STDs
Most U.S. adults refuse to endorse premarital sex, yet many believe sexually active

teens who are “determined” to have sex should be given “protection” against STDs
and especially AIDS. This view may sound reasonable, even compassionate; but the
evidence, for over two decades, has proven it to be self-defeating, as shown below:

  “Abstinence” as Defined by
Planned Parenthood

While committed to virtually uncensored
recreational sex, Planned Parenthood finds
abstinence a strategic weapon to use with
unsuspecting audiences that assume absti-
nence has the same meaning for everyone.

Not so. Our Bodies, Ourselves, a volume
Planned Parenthood recommends, gives the
family planning/birth control industry defi-
nition of abstinence, as follows: “ABSTI-
NENCE:  There is nothing wrong with absti-
nence.  In fact, sometimes it is just what we
want.  Abstinence means making love with-
out having intercourse.  It is the most effec-
tive form of birth control, has been used for
centuries and is still very common.  It has no
physical side effects as long as prolonged
sexual arousal is followed by orgasm to
relieve pelvic congestion [italics added]. ”62

A companion volume for youth entitled
Changing Bodies, Changing Lives tells ado-
lescents how to apply the abstinence defini-
tion (including, how to relieve “pelvic con-
gestion”) through a wide range of erotic oral
sex techniques (heterosexual, bisexual, and
homosexual) that cannot be printed here.
The volume also reminds youth that “The
important thing to remember is that what
you do should feel right for you.”63

 Planned Parenthood's publication The
Great Orgasm Robbery  tells youth:   “Sex is
fun, and joyful, and courting is fun, and
joyful, and it comes in all types and styles, all
of which are OK. Relax about loving. Do
what gives pleasure and enjoy what gives
pleasure and ask for what gives pleasure.
Don’t rob yourself of joy by focusing on old-

fashioned ideas about what’s ‘normal’ or
‘nice.’ Just communicate and enjoy.”64

    As for true abstinence-based sex educa-
tion, Planned Parenthood has denounced the
Sex Respect  curriculum for portraying a
husband-wife heterosexual couple as role
models; for  failing to maintain church and
state separation (Sex Respect is nonreligious);
for  using the term “baby” instead of “fetus”;
for exhibiting “bias . . . against people who
are sexually active and unmarried”; for de-
claring  that “abstinence has future benefits
for teens”;  and, in a summary charge,  that
Sex Respect  appeals “to the lowest common
denominator of mentality.”65

    To convey her contempt for both motherhood and
Christianity, Margaret Sanger put "Weeping Virgin
Mary" (with infant Jesus) on the cover of her Birth
Control Review magazine in 1921.66

    Evidence of Success for
    “Family Planning” Is Seriously Lacking

 In  Birth Control for Teenagers: Diagram for Disaster, Drs. James Ford
and Michael Schwartz found in their analysis of Planned Parenthood  research data
that, in that set of data, “contraceptive users were 20% more likely to become
unintentionally pregnant than were girls who did not use contraceptives.”46 Prob-
able reasons include more frequent intercourse, carelessness and false security,
more partners, intercourse at a younger age, and greater reliance on abortion.

In Effects of Family Planning Programs for Teenagers on Adolescent
Birth and Pregnancy Rates, researchers Joseph A. Olsen and Stan E. Weed wrote:
“As the number and proportion of teenage family planning clients increased, we
observed a corresponding increase in the teenage pregnancy and abortion rates:  50
to 120 more pregnancies per thousand clients.”47

Professor of economics and statistics Dr. Jacqueline Kasun reported in
“Teenage Pregnancy: Media Effects Versus Facts” that “for every additional  mil-
lion dollars given to family planners by the federal government, an additional  2,000
adolescent pregnancies were occurring two years later.”48

Kasun also found that states most heavily invested in family planning programs
have the highest incidence of premarital pregnancy and abortion and that an actual
reduction in state  government appropriations to family planning led to a reduction
in teen pregnancies and abortions.49

Planned Parenthood’s sex education programs betray youth by  reducing
the protective “sexual guilt” that has traditionally restrained most youth from
engaging in sexual intercourse prior to marriage. Dr. Phillips Cutright, in 1971, was
first to confirm a decline in “sexual guilt” and an increase in promiscuity as a result
of government endorsement of adolescent birth control programs.50

Since Cutright, other confirming studies have been published, including “Pre-
marital Sexual Guilt and Contraceptive Attitudes and Behavior” by Dr. Edward S.
Herold and Marilyn Goodwin, who saw “sexual guilt” drop from 41% to 8%, as
sexual activity continued with use of contraception.51

Wrote Dr. Douglas Smith, a former family planning director in Tennes-
see: “Contrary to claims that the knowledge of birth control is the truth that sets one
free, these programs often result in just the opposite, chaining young people to a loss
of self-respect, moral dissipation, and unrelenting guilt. They present teenage sex-
ual activity as an acceptable lifestyle, providing teenagers use the agents of ex-
ploitation that they peddle . . . .”52

Teen Pregnancy: What Is Being Done? A State-by-State Look, by the
House Select Committee on Children, Youth & Families (Minority Views, 1985)
stated:  “Currently, federal policy mandates that children be given contraceptives
without their parents’ knowledge and consent. The result has been a dramatic in-
crease in the rate of pregnancy among unmarried teens, due to a proportionate in-
crease in sexual activity among unmarried teens and no decrease in pregnancy rates
for those who are sexually active.”53

To gain clients, Planned Parenthood endeavors to counsel adolescents
onto contraceptives before the youth are sexually active. Once active, adolescents
who use contraceptives experience sexual intercourse more frequently than do
peers without birth control. Garris, Steckler, and McIntire found among teenage
contraceptive users a rise from 8.8 to 13.4 acts monthly, within six to eight months
of their first clinic visit.54  In 1992, Planned Parenthood’s estimated profit from  birth
control pills alone was $64 million in the U.S., and of their total sales of birth control
devices, only 15% gave any protection against STDs (including AIDS).55

Analyst Robert Ruff used a binomial probability formula to extrapolate
Planned Parenthood’s published first-year contraception failure rates and found the
chance of a sexually active 14-year-old  girl, on the pill, getting pregnant a) by age
19 was 44%; b) by age 24 was 69%; c) of getting pregnant twice by age 24 was  30%;
d) if she relies on condoms (till age 24) 87%, and of getting pregnant twice 57%.56

Planned Parenthood is America’s most active abortion provider, and 98% of  abor-
tions in the U.S. are for birth control. Almost half are repeat abortions.

 Planned Parenthood has said that “comprehensive sex education” must
contain four of the following six topics:

1. Biological facts about reproduction.
2. Talk about coping with your sexual development.
3. Information about different kinds of birth control.
4. Information about preventing sexual abuse.
5. Facts about abortion.
6. Facts about where to get contraceptives.57

Notably absent from the preceding list is any mention of abstinence education,
ethics, or sexually transmitted diseases (including AIDS).

Rockford Institute president Allan Carlson has outlined the sex education
industry’s  strategy for  “a new moral and sexual order,”58 as follows:  l) declare the
old morality dead; 2) destroy the residual influence of tradition and religion; 3) make
everything relative by recasting the traditional as the abnormal; 4) declare religious
opinion unacceptable in public debate; 5) advocate “choice”; 6) advance the “con-
traceptive” solution; 7) seize control of the schools and indoctrinate the young.59

Hardly a modern invention, the condom
was named by 16th-century anatomist Ga-
briel Fallopius and ridiculed by renowned
16th-century essayist Montaigne as “armor
against enjoyment, gossamer against infec-
tion.”72 The condom failure rate is com-
monly set at 10-24% and is strongly influ-
enced by the age and habits of user.

Scientist Paul Cameron, who first proved
the hazards of secondary tobacco smoke,
observes in Exposing the AIDS Scandal that
for centuries “Condoms were passe, stu-
pid—and above all, ineffective. Then with
the arrival of AIDS, this old-fashioned ne’er-
do-well was rehabilitated and given the key
to the city.”73

Reporting a condom failure rate of 17%,
Cameron speculates that Ralph Nader would
be incensed if workers were permitted to op-
erate a machine that afforded them “a 17%
chance of being burned to a crisp.”74

Family Health International president and
co-inventor of the lubricated condom Dr.
Malcolm Potts has stated that recommend-
ing condoms to persons with high-risk be-
havior “is like telling someone who is driv-
ing drunk to use a seat belt.”75

   Condom researcher William B. Vessey
has offered six “causes” and 34 “negligent
reasons” for condom failure, while focusing
on shipping and warehousing practices that

allow condoms in transit to be “oven-baked,
french fried and frozen stiff” in 0 to 185 de-
gree temperatures.76

Vessey cites failure rates exceeding 30%
among imported condoms and stresses that
the AIDS virus is three times smaller than
herpes, 60 times smaller than the spirochete
which causes syphilis, and 450 times smaller
than sperm.77 This helps explain why the
Food and Drug Administration certifies the
condom for pregnancy prevention only.

The Centers for Disease Control  reported
that “21% of females with sexually trans-
mitted diseases said their partners used con-
doms regularly.”78

Another study revealed that 90% of sexu-
ally active adolescent males knew of the
“efficacy of condoms” yet only 15% “regu-
larly use them.”79 That figure rises to only
23% for college students. Former Surgeon
General Everett Koop mailed a condom use
booklet to 107 million American house-
holds in 1988.  When asked in 1990 what the
booklet did to improve the sexual behavior
of U.S. youth, Koop replied, “Essentially
nothing.”80

These facts confirm the danger of Planned
Parenthood programs, which stimulate in-
terest in sexual intercourse but fail to pro-
vide actual protection. The result is personal
tragedy for millions of American youth.

Declared U.S. Public Health Service officer Dr. William Archer III in 1992: “No
condom program or school-based clinic has ever shown the ability to reduce preg-
nancy.”67 Attempts by Planned Parenthood to show otherwise have been ineffectual.
 Following initial praise from a sympathetic media, Planned Parenthood’s Bal-

timore School Birth Control Program wilted under scrutiny. Analysts noted that pro-
gram evaluators failed to account for a) girls who dropped out because of pregnancy;
or to explain b) why the dropout rate at campuses offering birth control was three times
that of schools with no birth control clinic; c) why only 96 of 1033 girls returned their
final questionnaire;68 d) why seniors supplied no responses;69 or e) why abortion was
not mentioned as a depressant on the pregnancy rate.70

 Similarly, in-house evaluators for Planned Parenthood’s acclaimed St. Paul
program a) failed to account for a 25% enrollment decline; b) failed to verify the
pregnancy rate; and c) failed to provide abortion statistics (they gave only birth data).71

The evidence confirms that a solution  to premarital sex, illegitimacy, and STDs re-
lies on personal values and not on “information,” yet many school boards and other
public officials still blindly endorse sex education programs that are destined to fail.

How Safe Is the Condom?

“About 10 years ago I declared that the pill would not lead to promiscuity. Well, I
was wrong.”60 —Dr. Robert Kistner, Harvard University contraceptive developer

“Just as Planned Parenthood’s wealth and prestige has been built on death, de-
filement, and destruction, its reputation has been built on deception, disinformation,
and distortion.  It is a reputation built on illusion.”61 —George Grant, author of Grand
Illusions:  The Legacy of Planned Parenthood



ViewPoint
  A “Solution” That Worsens the Problem

“The current belief that illegitimacy will be reduced if
teenage girls are given an effective contraception is an ex-
tension of the same reasoning that created the problem in the
first place.  It reflects an unwillingness to face problems of
social control and social discipline, while trusting some
technological device to extricate society from difficulties.
The irony is that the illegitimacy rise occurred precisely
while contraceptive use was becoming more, rather than
less, widespread and respectable.”81 —Dr. Kingsley Davis,
sociologist

       The Danger of Birth Control Referral
“Birth control referral confirms a decision which the indi-

vidual  may not yet have made. Sexual activity may, to this
point, have been infrequent or merely a one-time experi-
mentation. Referral, however, can take this experimental
behavior and form it into regular sexual activity. . . . Rather
than being a young woman who ‘happened to have sex,’she
now becomes a planfully sexually active woman. Addition-
ally, this referral can imply that sexual activity is an appro-
priate choice as long as pregnancy is avoided.”82 —Ursula H.
Slaggert, author

 Why “Family Planning” Has Failed
“The fundamental reason why these family planning

programs for teenagers have been such a disaster is that they
create a new clientele for the services offered.”83 —James
Ford, M.D., and  Michael Schwartz, Ph.D., birth control researchers

An Abandoned Generation
“The task we face today is not a new one.  Every genera-

tion has inherited the difficult job of bringing children into
adulthood, and the same problems have presented them-
selves. What is so different now?  Why does the problem
seem so much more difficult in this generation?  Are babies
born today different from babies born fifty years ago? Or is
the difference in the adults who are raising them?”85 —U.S.
House Select Committee on Children,Youth, and Families

 “I believe there are certain kinds of surrender that adults may not declare in the presence
of the young. One such surrender is the abdication of moral authority. Schools are the last
place this should happen.  To do what is being done in some schools, I think, is to throw
up one’s hands and say, ‘We give up . . . .  We give up on teaching right and wrong to you;
there is nothing we can do . . . .’  If we revoke responsibility, if we fail to treat young people
as moral agents, as people responsible for moral actions, we fail to do the job of nurturing
our youth.”84  —William J. Bennett, former U.S. Secretary of Education; former U.S. Drug Czar

The Duty of Education

guidance, she rested her faith on the dual altar of
recreational sex and birth control.

“Through sex,” she wrote in  The Pivot of
Civilization, “mankind may attain the great
spiritual illumination which will transform the
world, which will light up the only path to an
earthly paradise.”8

Through birth control, Sanger hoped to secure
for women sexual freedom by ending  the “sla-
very” she thought imposed on them by fear of
pregnancy and childbearing. She also hoped to
purify the human race and end poverty, prosti-
tution, and war. An early admirer of Hitlerean
eugenics, she believed birth control would “cre-
ate a race of thoroughbreds”9 by ridding man-
kind of the “dead weight of human waste.”10

The illiterate and immigrant poor, the men-
tally impaired and physically deformed, “the
Negro people,” and WWI inductees with sub-
standard IQ scores helped confirm in Sanger's
mind the “menace of feeblemindedness to the
race”11 and the need to license parents for each
birth.12 As for the total U.S. population, Sanger
believed 70% of Americans were of inferior
intellect.13
     Birth prevention filled her career, and she
called it “my cause” and “my religion.”

AN OBSESSION FOR SEX

In the long  history of sexual inconti-
nence,  Margaret Sanger has had few equals.
Wrote friend Mabel Dodge: “She was the
first person I ever knew who was openly an
ardent propagandist for the joys of the
flesh.”14

Her sexual affairs have been commonly
described as countless. Endowed with
charm and embittered by poverty, she
joined (in Greenwich Village and Europe)
the avant-garde partiers and “intellectu-
als” of her day: the Malthusian Socialists,
Fabians (Humanists), Eugenicists and He-
reditarians, Oneidians, Polygenists,
Neotenists, Phrenologists, Anarchists, and
similar reform groups.15 Among her “Com-
rades,” as she referred to them, was a com-
mon obsession: free love encased in radical
social causes.

Wrote Margaret, “I love being ravaged

by romances,”16 and the obsession did not end
with her advancing years. As tenured paramours
grew feeble or died, she chose younger lovers.

To her 16-year-old granddaughter, an aging
Sanger advised: “Kissing, petting, and even
intercourse are alright as long as they are
sincere.  I have never given a kiss in my life
that wasn’t sincere. As for intercourse, I’d
say three times a day was about right.”17

               TO EUROPE AND BACK

As a young mother and housewife, Mar-
garet was unfulfilled. Her husband William,
an aspiring New York City architect and
artist, endeavored to pacify her with a grand
home, vacations, and social privileges; but
she remained restless. In 1911, he intro-

The Founder   (cont. from p. 1)

AIDS Education
 “Basically, there are two kinds of AIDS education.  The

first stresses chastity. The second emphasizes so-called
‘safe sex.’  The first one is moral. The second professes to
be moral.  The first is traditional.  The second is radical. The
first one works. The second doesn’t.”88  —Dr. Paul Cameron,
research scientist

promoters of government birth control have failed to pro-
duce any evidence of its salutary effects. On the contrary, the
weight of the evidence . . . shows it to be associated with
increases in premarital sex, teenage pregnancy, births out-
of-wedlock, welfare dependency, and abortion. . . .

“The conclusion must be, as the common sense of an
earlier generation would have predicted, that government
birth control corrupts youth.”89  —Dr. Jacqueline Kasun, pro-
fessor of economics and a “family planning” analyst

        America’s Youth Betrayed
“The philosophy that directs teens to ‘be careful’ or to

‘play it safe with condoms’ has not protected them. It has
only enticed them into the quagmire of venereal warts, geni-
tal cancer and precancer, herpes for life, infertility and
AIDS.”90 —Dr. Joe McIlhaney, Jr., president of the Medical
Institute for Sexual Health

What Planned Parenthood Tells Adolescents
about Sexual Readiness

Planned Parenthood craftily reminds adolescents about
readiness for sexual intercourse and does so with consider-
able assurance of what adolescents will do if they follow
Planned Parenthood’s superficial “caution.” The popular
Planned Parenthood’s pamphlet “Teen Sex” suggests to
youth, “The only question is: What's right for you?”91 In

response, author Douglas Scott wrote in Bad Choices: A Look Inside Planned Parenthood:
“The pamphlet stresses that teens should make up their own minds and do what they feel
is best for them.  It doesn’t say teen sex might be wrong, or teen sex might be a mistake,
or teens might regret having sexual intercourse, or even that sexual intercourse might not
be in the self-interest of the teen. The pamphlet merely states that the teen might not be
ready.  If the teen feels that he or she is ready, is it right to have sex? ‘Make up your own
mind,’ the pamphlet urges.”92 —Douglas R. Scott, author

of The Woman  Movement, who proposed “new
erotic ethics”  to repel the  “slavery” of marriage

and believed “the most sacred thing in life
is individual desire.”18

Soon Margaret's interest in family life
dissolved. She became a regular guest at
Mabel Dodge's famed bohemian salon, and
William Sanger denounced his wife's so-
cial environment as a “hellhole of free love,
promiscuity, and prostitution masquerad-
ing under the mantle of revolution.”19 His
response was to move his family to Paris,
in hopes of a new start.
   That he did in 1913, but his dream shat-
tered shortly after arriving in France. When
he refused his wife’s demand to return to
Greenwich Village, she left without him.

Back in New York, Sanger began pub-
lishing  The Woman Rebel, a magazine that,
in her words, was “to proclaim the gospel of
revolt.”20 The first issue declared it “A
Woman's Duty” to “look the whole world in
the face with a go-to-hell look in the eyes”21

and “claim: The Right to be lazy. The Right
to be an unmarried mother. The Right to
destroy. . . . to create. . . . to love.”22

  Upon publication in 1914 of articles de-
fending bombing and assassination23 as
po-litical weapons, she was indicted and
with a forged passport24 fled to England.
There she met one of her most famous
lovers and mentors, Fabian Society co-
founder and master of sexual perversion
Henry Havelock Ellis.

Noted for use of hallucinogens and uri-
nation during the orgies he arranged,25

Ellis authored Studies in the Psychology of
Sex  in seven erotic volumes and gained
further distinction for “the whole range of
sexual behaviors—the heterosexual and
the homosexual, the sadist, the libertine,
the masochist, the fetishist, the lover of
animals or corpses . . . .”26 Ellis’s wife,
whom he lured into lesbian acts for his own
observation, grew suicidal and died insane.
When in 1922 Sanger married wealthy Noah
Slee (“for money alone”27), her heart re-
mained with Ellis and other lovers.

Sanger's first legal indictment ended
“when liberal friends interceded.”28 In 1916,
she opened her first birth control clinic, in
Brooklyn, and forced a landmark case that
she ul-timately won. In 1917, she launched
the Birth Control Review and helped found
the Birth Control League (of New York).
The League became the American Birth

Responsible adults, throughout history,
have  protected latency age  children ( 5 to 12)
from sexually explicit materials, but today’s
family planning industry builds its future
clientele by redirecting children’s inquisi-
tiveness from the outer world to their own
bodies. Industry leader Planned Parenthood
has declared that “sexuality education must
be a fundamental part of the school curricula
from kindergarten through twelfth grade in
every school district in the country.”93

Planned Parenthood guidelines for 5- to 8-
year-olds include genitalia, masturbation,
sexual intercourse, and homosexuality.94

Wrote psychotherapist Dr. Rhoda Lorand:
“Forcing sexual preoccupation on the el-
ementary school child is very likely to result
in sexual  difficulties in adulthood, and it can
lead to disturbed behavior in childhood.”95

Wrote psychiatrist Dr. William McGrath:
“Premature interest in sex is unnatural and
will arrest or distort the development of the
personality . . . .  Anyone who would deliber-
ately arouse the child’s curiosity or stimulate
his unready mind to troubled sexual preoc-
cupations ought to have a millstone tied
around his neck and be cast into the sea.”96

  Psychoanalyst Dr. Melvin Anchell has as-
serted: “Now, latency is an essential psycho-
analytical precept.  If it were untrue, the very
keystone from the arch of psychoanalysis
would be torn down. Because latency does
not augment SIECUS and Planned Parent-
hood’s sex education arguments, they sim-
ply declared it does not exist.”97 

Planned Parenthood
Ignores the Child’s

Latency Period

duced her to Manhattan’s Socialist party
elite and was initially pleased by her crisp
writings and her fervent labor union activ-
ism.
   To his dismay, however, his wife met Emma
Goldman, the anarchist publisher of Mother
Earth. Margaret was inspired  by Goldman’s
radical bookshelf and by her ardor for unbridled
sex and contraceptive theories. She was also
inspired by  Swedish feminist Ellen Key, author

Control League in 1921  and, with “birth con-
trol” still in political disfavor, was changed to
Planned Parenthood Federation of America in
1942.

Sanger’s philosophical goal was to destroy
the traditional Western ethic and mold a “new
morality,” and subsequent Planned Parenthood
presidents have praised her head-ship.  “We are
merely walking down the path that Mrs. Sanger
carved out for us,”29 said her successor Alan
Guttmacher. His heirs Faye Wattleton, Pamela
Maraldo, and current pres-ident Gloria Feldt
have expressed similar pride in  the path Sanger
charted —a path that has led millions of Ameri-
can youth onto the quicksand of promiscuous
sex and into the  sinkholes of illegitimacy,
abortion, disease, and lasting regret.30 

    Sanger, 1931, lobbying in Washington, DC

“We learned our mistake with drug abuse:  when we expect
young people to engage in a forbidden behavior, we actually
encourage them to do so.  The parents who told their kids not
to use hard drugs but ignored their private use of marijuana
were fostering the conduct they hoped to prevent.  The states
which taught the dangers of drunken driving in classrooms but
also lowered the drinking age taught youngsters a lesson, but
it was not the one presented in school.

“Teenagers are not fools. They distinguish between what we
say and what we mean.  We say they should be responsible
about sex; we mean they should not get pregnant.  We say they
should understand the dangers of promiscuity; we mean they
can get contraceptives, antibiotics, and abortions.  We have
repeated the terrible mistake we made about drugs 20 years
ago, and with the same consequences.”86

“Regarding drugs, we are now sending an absolute message
of ‘no’ to our children. On sex, we’re still stuck in the ‘60s,
trying to make the best of unacceptable conduct.  But if these
two patterns of behavior are intimately related, if, indeed, they
are two parallel expressions of the same ethical vacuum among
many teens, we cannot address them in conflicting ways.  We
cannot hope to fill half a vacuum.  Either we give young people
a coherent, integrated approach to the temptations of modern
life, or else they will apply the least common ethical denomina-
tor to all the moral questions that confront them.”87

      —White House Working Group on the Family

The Evidence Speaks Clearly

A Mixed Message to Youth:
“NO” to Drugs — “Be Safe” to Sex

“After almost three decades of experience and study, the



End Notes

The Solution Government’s approval of contraception for unmarried minors threw the moral compass of
America’s youth into confusion, leaving them stranded on the rocky shoals of

 ethical anarchy and prey for the sex profiteers.

programs fail. They perplex youth and do so
by undermining the abstinence message.113

Fornication can no more be “responsible
sex” than drug dependency can be respon-
sible addiction. To give contraceptives to
adolescents serves 1) to destroy their moral
resolve; 2) to create a false sense of security;
3) to increase the number of  their unsuspect-
ing partners; and 4) to increase the frequency
of their risk. Adults must say NO. Wrote
American Family Association president Dr.
Donald Wildmon, “There has never been,
nor will there ever be, a good way to do a bad
thing.”114 The only solution to sexual promis-
cuity is behavioral change.

 SCHOOL PROGRAMS
THAT WORK ARE AVAILABLE

note Oxford professor Mary Warnock has
warned: “You cannot teach morality without
being committed to morality yourself; and
you cannot be committed to morality your-
self without holding that some things are
right and others wrong.”111  Morality is never
“neutral,” as Planned Parenthood insists, and
contraceptive-based sex education is never
“value free.”  Stripped of absolutes, morality
leads inexorably to immorality—and to wealth
for Planned Parenthood and the sex industry.

Planned Parenthood deems Christianity an
enemy because it restricts the social change
and economic gain that Planned Parenthood
desires. The Harris poll above referenced re-
vealed that promiscuity among adolescents
who attend church “frequently” is less than
half  that of nonworshippers (18% vs. 38%).112

ADULTS MUST SAY ‘NO’
TO BIRTH CONTROL FOR TEENS

Wrote Eunice Kennedy Shriver: “Nowhere
do I hear a suggestion that teen-age inter-
course can be controlled, that teen-agers
themselves might want to control it. Society
itself may be encouraging teen-age sex, and
then hypocritically condemning its results.”103

Shriver adds, “For more than 25 years I have
worked with teen-age girls in trouble, and I
have discovered that they would rather be
given standards than contraceptives. . . .
These girls want to believe in values. They
are thirsting for someone to teach them.”104

A study of girls age 16 and under in Atlanta
revealed that 84% of the respondents wanted
to learn most how to control peer pressure
and say no to sex without being offensive.105

The Planned Parenthood myth that
“everybody’s doing it” (meaning that teen
promiscuity is inevitable) is both inaccurate
and demeaning. Those who promote it insist
that youth cannot be taught abstinence but
can be taught proper use of contraceptives
and the responsibilities that accompany a
sexual relationship.  Expressed another way,
they contend that youth can no longer learn
the wisdom of the ages but can learn to mas-
ter a lifestyle contrary to that wisdom. Or,

that youth cannot be taught to honor tradi-
tional morality but can be taught how to
practice immorality safely.

Psychotherapist William Coulson has
said:  “Our children and grandchildren don’t
deserve to be judged sexually insatiable,”106

and the evidence supports Coulson. As re-
cently as 1986, only 28% of 12- to 17-year-
olds had experienced sexual intercourse.107

One-fifth of these had but a single experi-
ence, and sexual activity was higher among
those who  had “comprehensive sex  educa-
tion.”108 By 1992, 43.4% of U.S. youth of
age 14-17 had experienced intercourse.109

 TRADITIONAL MORALITY
PROVIDES  SECURITY

The Holy Bible does not oppose premari-
tal sex because God wants to deny youth
pleasure—but because He wants to save
them and mankind from the afflictions of
guilt, disease, and lost opportunity.

Today in America, over 50 sexually trans-
mitted diseases,110 including AIDS and other
incurables, infect adolescents at a perilous
rate. Add the impact of abortion, family
disintegration, school truancy, crippling de-
pendency, and the rising threat of teen sui-
cide. How should adults respond?

 Adults must lead by example, and on that

After noting in School Based Clinics that
government funding for “family planning”
has served only to  increase adolescent preg-
nancies, abortions, and sexually transmitted
diseases,98 analyst Barrett Mosbacker asks:
where must the solution begin?

 “The temptation,” he writes, “is to as-
sume that the place to start is with the kids,”99

but, asserts Mosbacker, “. . .  it is not the kids
who are responsible for setting the general
moral tone and expectations of the culture—
adults are, most of whom are parents.”100

Similarly, the nebulous entity we call so-
ciety is not to blame. “Society . . . does not
reject the Judeo-Christian ethic” or “pro-
duce sleazy sitcoms and dirty lyrics,” adds
Mosbacker, “people do—namely, adults.”101

In like manner, “kids” do not install
Planned Parenthood’s sex marketing pro-
grams  in their communities or adopt school
curricula that  abandon youth to their sexual
urges102 and reduce them to clients of the
burgeoning sex industry.

The solution rests with parents, clergy,
and officials who accept adult responsibility.
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To follow are sources of genuine abstinence-
based curricula for the public schools:

For elementary grades, contact Teen-Aid, 723
East Jackson, Spokane, WA 99207 (800-357-
2868); STARS, PO Box 22185, Chattanooga, TN
37422 (423-899-5714); Lamo, Box 693, Lenox,
MA 01240 (413-637-0468); and Sex and Family
Education, 1486 Montgomery Highway, Birming-
ham, AL 35216 (205-979-1703).
    For junior high, contact Teen Aid (see above);
Best Friends Foundation, 4455 Connecticut Av-
enue N.W. - Suite 310, Washington, D.C. (20008
(202-822-9266); Creating Positive Relationships,
Inc., 30 N. Rangeline Road - Suite A, Carmel, IN
46077 (317-846-0386); SAFE, Inc., 113 N. Front-
age, Deer Lodge, MT 59722 (406-846-2451); Lov-
ing and Caring, 1905 Olde Homestead Lane,
Lancaster, PA 17601 (717-293-3230); Project
Reality, P.O. Box 97, Golf, IL 60029 (847-729-
3298); Respect, Incorporated, P.O. Box 349, Bra-
dley, IL 60915 (815-932-8389); Friends First, PO
Box 356, Longmont, CO 80502 (800-909-WAIT);
Treasured Values, PO Box 323, Sunbury, OH
43074 (740-965-2046); A.C. Green Youth Foun-
dation, PO Box 1709, Phoenix, AZ 85001 (800-
ACYOUTH); Northwest Family Services, 4805
NE Glisan, Portland, OR 97213 (503-215-6377);
and Pizza Love Productions, PO Box 1324, Fort
Collins, CO 80522 (888-NOPIZZA).
     For senior high, contact the following sources:
(see above) Respect, Incorporated; Project Real-
ity; Sex and Family Education; Teen-Aid; North-
west Family Services; and Treasured Values. Al-
so, Brigham Young University, c/o Terry Olson,
Marriage, Family, and Human Development,
1000 SWKT, Provo, UT 84602 (801-378-3375).
   For directories and guidance with current
age-appropriate abstinence-based curricula, con-
tact Educational Guidance Institute, 188 Berbusse
Lane, Front Royal, VA 22630 (540-635-4420)
and National Abstinence Clearinghouse, 801 East
41st Street, Sioux Falls, SD 57105 (888-577-
2966).115

Since some youth will refuse all counsel
and lead promiscuous lives, should they not
be provided contraception—if only out of
compassion for their folly and out of concern
for their sexual partners?

The answer to this incisive question is NO.
They should not be given contraceptives and
most assuredly not by adults. Three decades
of evidence shows that contraceptive-based

     Many Americans assume that Planned Parenthood is a humanitarian outreach
devoted  to  the American family, when in fact the founding principles and current
practices of this deceptive  business empire are deadly opponents of child welfare,
parental rights, and traditional family values. Funding  Planned Parenthood with tax
revenues and donations is a grave disservice to America’s youth and to our nation.

1.  Please do not be misled  by Planned Parenthood’s popular image of a  “med-
ical caregiver”—or by any legitimate medical services Planned Parenthood may
offer. Any such services are poor compensation for the widespread suffering this
misguided enterprise inflicts through its radical social agenda.

2.  As leader of the sexual revolution gripping America, Planned Parenthood is
a substantial cause of the very epidemics it claims to battle. Relying on Planned
Parenthood to reduce sexually transmitted diseases, abortions, and unwanted preg-
nancies is like trusting the tobacco industry to reduce lung cancer.

3.  Must millions of additional youth and their families fall victims?
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